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APPLICATION DISTRIBUTION AND BILLING
SYSTEM IN A WIRELESS NETWORK

Downloading applications, content or other transactions that
occur with a wireleSS device take up resources on a network.
A carrier, in the case of a wireleSS network, will want to

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

record these transactions and bill for it appropriately.
0009. In the case with voice, a carrier only needs to keep

0001. This application claims the benefit of Provisional
Application No. 60/312,737, filed Aug. 15, 2001, pending,
which application is incorporated herein by reference in its
entirety.

track of the amount of time the wireleSS device is used on the

network and bill for the minutes of use. With data, however,

the billing paradigm may be different. Carriers may bill for
the download or use of a data application Separate from how
much time it takes on the carrier's network to download the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

application. To bill for these transactions, the Specific trans
action will need to be accounted for and billed, not just the
amount of time used on the network to perform the trans

0002) I. Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention generally relates to data
networks and computer communications and processing.
More particularly, the invention relates to the interfacing
between Systems, transaction processing and billing, and
product negotiation and management.
0004 II. Description of the Related Art
0005 Wireless devices, such as cellular telephones, per
Sonal digital assistants ("PDAs), pagers, laptops with wire
leSS connectivity, etc., communicate packets including voice

0010. In addition, with applications, there may be mul
tiple party settlements involved who share in the fee for the
billed transaction. For example with an application down
load transaction, a carrier and a developer may share the
download transaction fee incurred by the wireleSS device. In
other cases, Such as with downloading content, the carrier, a
content provider and/or a third party involved may get part
of the fee incurred by the wireless device's use of that
content. Consequently, tracking, billing, and maintaining

and data over a wireleSS network. These wireleSS devices

who shares in the fee for the multitude of transactions that

have installed application programming interfaces ("APIs.)

occur becomes quite complex. This becomes even more
complex when an extremely high number of transactions
that may occur on a carrier's network, with thousands, if not
millions, of wireleSS devices performing numerous transac

onto their local computer platform that allow Software
developers to create Software applications that operate on
the wireless device. The API sits between the wireless

device System Software and the Software application, mak
ing the wireless device functionality available to the appli
cation without requiring the Software developer to have the
Specific wireleSS device System Source code.
0006 The Software applications can come pre-loaded at
the time the wireleSS telephone is manufactured, or the user
may later request that additional programs be downloaded
over cellular telecommunication carrier networks, where the

downloaded applications are executable on the wireleSS
telephone. As a result, users of wireleSS telephones can
customize their wireleSS telephones through the Selective
downloading of applications, Such as games, printed media,
Stock updates, news, or any other type of information or
application that is available for download through the wire
leSS network. In order to manage the cellular telephone
resources, the user of the wireleSS telephone purposefully
deletes applications and data from the wireleSS telephone
platform to clear Storage space So that new applications can
be loaded onto the cleared Storage.
0007. In contrast to the larger computer platforms of
personal computers and PDAS, wireleSS devices have lim
ited resources, Such as Storage and processing, to devote to
non-essential applications. Typically, the telecommunication
applications have priority of usage of the System resources,
with other applications allocated resources as available. The
wireleSS device thus only has a limited capacity for holding
all files for applications, and the managing of resources is
left up to the discretion of user of the telephone to delete
applications to make room for new applications desired

action.

tions each.

0011 Additionally, wireless devices typically need to
communicate with other Systems and databases within the
other Systems. Unfortunately, the wireleSS device may lose
a signal during communication or be otherwise unavailable
when transmitting information to other Systems. This may
cause errors when attempting to access a database when the
Signal is lost. The WireleSS device may be required to
reinitiate the database access and resubmit the database

request when the Signal is reacquired.
0012 Extended beyond wireless devices, often wire
based Systems need to communicate with each other but do
not share a similar "language' for communication. For
example, as with wireleSS devices, one System may need to
communicate with the database in another System to receive
or insert data. To communicate with the database, the System
must be aware of the database language, record and field
Structures, and formats in order to acceSS and Store infor

downloaded to the wireless device. The wireless device will

mation in the database. While current technologies provide
for the ability for the interface between the system and the
database to include the language, Structure and format of the
database, this becomes more complex when multiple data
bases, possibly requiring multiple unique database lan
guages, etc., need to be accessed.
0013 Furthermore, when data is to be sent to multiple
Systems, or conversely received from multiple Systems, a
common interface does not exist to integrate acroSS the
multiple Systems to simplify the data transmission. This is
problematic for Systems communicating with Several other

not otherwise download an application that it does not have

Systems.

the resources to hold and execute.

0008. Applications, and other data, that will be down
loaded to a wireleSS device will require billing processing.

0014 Current methods in the art do not address this need.
Database replication Services and custom built database
interfaces can become very complex and unwieldy if mul
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that access the custom database must have that interface.

0017. Therefore what is needed in the art are systems and
methods to address the above recognized shortcomings in

Also, custom built databases are required to Stay online for

the art.

tiple databases need to be accessed. In addition, all Systems
transactions to occur.

0.015 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) only addresses

the need for pre-defined message types and content specific
to electronic commerce. The EDI message formats do not
address the data eXchange needs as it relates to wireleSS
Services, System integration considerations and billing Speci
ficity.
0016. In addition, products offered for use by the wireless
device require negotiation between parties who created the
product and the carriers who's networks will transmit the
product to the wireleSS devices. AS the product list and
number of carriers and wireleSS devices capable of using the
product increases, the negotiation of the product parameters,
Such as prices, becomes more complex and the managing of
all the product offerings and agreed to prices become much
more difficult.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0018 Systems and methods consistent with the present
invention overcome the Shortcomings of existing Systems by
providing Systems and methods for interfacing between
Systems, transaction processing and billing, and product
negotiation and management.
0019. In one embodiment of the present invention, a
method comprises a method as disclosed herein.
0020. In another embodiment of the present invention, an
apparatus comprises an apparatus as disclosed here.
0021. Other objects, advantages, and features of the
present invention will become apparent after review of the
hereinafter set forth Brief Description of the Drawings,
Detailed Description of the Invention, and the Claims.
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1 Decentralized Transaction Manager
Purpose
The purpose of this concept paper is to describe the distributed Transaction Manager (TXN)
implementation approach. It is a high level conceptual description to be used by the QC implementation
team and shared with customers to communicate design concepts and assumptions.

Assumptions
The following arc implementation assumptions relating to functional requirements and design
considerations for decentralized Transaction Manager.
11
2
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30
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A carrier may be configured with one of the following TXN configurations
a) The baseline Transaction Manager configuration, where transactions are consolidated in a
Master TXN (MTXN) located in San Diego with network connectivity between the carrier
ADS farms and QC, San Diego.
b) A distributed Carrier TXN (CTXN) where the TXN host and services are located at a carrier
data center.

If the carrier selects a distributed TXN configuration, QC will provide the carrier with a parts list
that includes required hardware and software for the carrier to purchase. The specifics of the
parts list shall be determined based upon the carrier's sizing, reliability and availability
requirements.
Oracle RDBMS will be required to be used as the repository for both baseline and decentralized
TXN configurations.
All changes to the TXN data model will be made through the QC software release process. This
applies to both the CTXN and MTXN. Carriers will not be able to modify the data model
independent of the QC baseline configuration. QC will routinely and on-demand perform and
checksum/hash of installed TXN components to confirm integrity of TXN released
configuration. This functionality is required to provide revenue assurance for both Carrier and
QUALCOMM.

In a decentralized TXN configuration, the carrier is responsible for routine server and database
maintenance. This includes system monitoring, backup/recovery, and escalation of support to
QC as specified according to carrier agreements.

Functional Architecture
Centralized TXN Configuration (Baseline)
Figure 1 depicts the Centralized TXN configuration. The following are key functional
characteristics of the Centralized TXN configuration.
' (l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into MTXN.

32
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(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to MTXN for transaction rating

and conversion.

(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by MTXN.

.

40
41

(3) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center.
(3) Carrier transactions are logically separated but physically consolidated in
MTXN, an Oracle repository.

42
43

t

(4) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply adjustments to
applications and generate usage reports by accessing MTXN.
(5) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional application adjustments
(ISV adjustments not mapping to transactions, recall, etc.).
(6) Carrier billing extract files, in the form of XML file extracts, will be
generated periodically (i.e., every 30 minutes) and sent to the carrier for
consumer billing. The carrier billing extract files include standard and restricted
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update cvents (i.e.,

45
46
47
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50

MIN transfer, MEN deactivate).

52

(7) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing system(s).
(8). According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on

53

BREW enablement fees.

54
55

(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and derives carrier
invoices, according to carrier agreements.

56

(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV
payment according to ISV agreements.
(10) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail
information by accessing BREW billing.
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Distributed TXN Configuration

63
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Figure 2 depicts the Distributed TXN configuration. The following are key functional
characteristics of the Distributed TXN configuration.
r (l) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into a Carrier
Transaction Manager (CTXN).
(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to CTXN and Master Transaction
Manager (MTXN) for transaction rating and conversion.
(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by CTXN.
(3) CTXN is an Oracle repository located in a Carrier data center.
(3) Carrier transactions are logically and physically separated in a CTXN Oracle

72

repository.

73
74
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I (4) All transactions and transaction adjustments are replicated to MTXN.
(5) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center.
(5) Carrier transactions are logically separated physically consolidated in

76

MTXN.
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(6) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply transaction
adjustments to applications and generate usage reports by accessing CTXN.
(7) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional standard application
adjustments (by Part Number or ISV) that do not mapping to specific
transaction, or request a recall adjustment pertaining to either a standard or
restricted application in MTXN.
(8) Adjustments that are not associated with a transaction are applied by QC in
MTXN and get propagated to CTXN.
(9) Carrier configures integration between CTXN and their billing system either
with (a) XML billing extract files generated periodically (e.g., every 10 minutes)
or (b) CTXN API call for near real-time data flow. This data is used in carrier

billing system for consumer billing and includes standard and restricted
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update events (i.e.,

90

MIN transfer, MIN deactivate).

91
92

(10) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing systems.
(11) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on

93

enablement fees.

94
95
96
97
98
99

r (12) BREW Billing processes the rated transactions in MTXN and derives
carrier invoices, according to carrier agreements.
(12) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV
payment according to ISV agreements.
(13) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail
information by accessing BREW billing.

100
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Figure 2- Distributed Transaction Manager
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Data Interface Considerations
Figure 4 shows the interfaces between QIS Middleware systems. Method of data transfer between the

systems is also identified.
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Figure 4 - Distributed Transaction Manager
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Performance Considerations

O

This section is TBD.

111 Example Decentralized TXN Parts List
112

This section is TBD.
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1 Decentralized Transaction Manager
2

Purpose

3
4
5

The purpose of this concept paper is to describe the distributed Transaction Manager (TXN)
implementation approach. It is a high level conceptual description to be used by the QC implementation
team and shared with customers to communicate design concepts and assumptions.

6 Assumptions
7
8

The following are implementation assumptions relating to functional requirements and design
considerations for decentralized Transaction Manager.

9

10
11
12
13

A carrier may be configured with one of the following TXN configurations
a) The baseline Transaction Manager configuration, where transactions are consolidated in a
Master TXN (MTXN) located in San Diego with network connectivity between the carrier
ADS farms and QC, San Diego.

14

b) A distributed Car Tier TXN (CTXN) where the TXN host and services are located at a carrier

15

6
T
18

data center.

If the carrier selects a distributed TXN configuration, QC will provide the carrier with a parts list
that includes required hardware and software for the carrier to purchase. The specifics of the
parts list shall be determined based upon the carrier's sizing, reliability and availability

19

requirements.

2O

Oracle RDBMS will be required to be used as the repository for both baselinc and decentralized

21

22
23
24
25
26

TXN configurations.

I Ali changes to the TXN data model will be made through the QC software release process. This
applies to both the CTXN and MTXN. Carriers will not be able to modify the data model
independent of the QC baseline configuration. QC will routinely and on-demand perform and
checksum/hash of installed TXN components to confirm integrity of TXN released
configuration. This functionality is required to provide revenue assurance for both Carrier and

27

QUALCOMM.

28
29
30

In a decentralized TXN configuration, the carrier is responsible for routine server and database
maintenance. This includes system monitoring, backup/recovery, and escalation of support to
QC as specified according to carrier agreements.

31

Restricted Application Handling

32
33

The BREW business model supports Standard Applications that use BREW processes provided by
QUALCOMM for certification, pricing, and developer payment; and Restricted Applications where the

34
35
36

Carrier is responsible for testing the applications, submitting them to QUALCOMM and paying the
developer. The QIS Middleware can support two different approaches for handling Restricted
Application billing in decentralized Transaction Manager.

37
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
47
48
49

in Automatic Reporting - The Carrier would utilize the QIS Middleware, specifically CTXN, to
enter transaction adjustments for Restricted Applications. All transaction records would transfer
to MTXN allowing the Carrier to use consolidated billing reports provided by QIS Middleware.
Self Reporting - The Carrier would utilize their existing billing system to make adjustments to
Restricted Application transactions and would self report to QUALCOMM data pertaining to
Restricted Applications. QUALCOMM and the Carrier would have to negotiate the format of
this report and method of delivery.
Each carricr should assess the pros and cons of each approach, bcfore determining preferTed method.
There may be business terms associated with each option that are not covered in this document. This
document will only cover the functional differences between the two alternatives.

50

Functional Architecture

4

51
52
53
54
55

Centralized TXN Configuration (Baseline)
Figure 1 depicts the Centralized TXN configuration. The following are key functional
characteristics of the Centralized TXN configuration.
(1) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into MTXN.
(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to MTXN for transaction rating

56

and conversion.

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68 .

(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by MTXN.
(3) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center.
(3) Carrier transactions are logically scparated but physically consolidated in
MTXN, an Oracle repository.
(4) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply adjustments to
applications and generate usage reports by accessing MTXN.
(5) Carricrs may send requests to QC to apply additional application adjustments
(ISV adjustments not mapping to transactions, recall, etc.).
(6) Carrier billing extract files, in the form of XML file extracts, will be
generated periodically (i.e., every 30 minutes) and sent to the carrier for
consumer billing. The carrier billing extract files include standard and restricted
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update events (i.e.,

69

MIN transfer, MIN deactivate).

70
71

(7) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in their billing system(s).
(8) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on

72

BREW enablement fees.

73
74
75
76
77
78

(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and derives carrier
invoices, according to carrier agreements.
(9) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV
payment according to ISV agreements.
(10) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail
information by accessing BREW billing.

79
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Figure I - Baseline Centralized Transaction Manager

82.
83
84
85

Distributed TXN Configuration - Automatic Reporting
Figure 2 depicts the Distributed TXN configuration with automatic reporting. The
following are key functional characteristics of the Distributed TXN configuration.
(1) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into a Carrier

86
87
88

Transaction Manager (CTXN).
(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to CTXN and Master Transaction

Manager (MTXN) for transaction rating and conversion.
(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by CTXN.
(3) CTXN is an Oracle repository located in a Carrier data center.
(3) Carrier transactions are logically and physically separated in a CTXN Oracle

89
90
91
92

repository.

93
94
95

(4) All transactions and transaction adjustments are replicated to MTXN.
(5) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center.
(5) Carrier transactions are logically separated physically consolidated in

96

MTXN.

97
98
99
100

(6) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply transaction
adjustments to applications and generate usage reports by accessing CTXN.
(7) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional standard application
adjustments (by Part Number or ISV) that do not mapping to specific

101
O2
103
104

transaction, or request a recall adjustment pertaining to either a standard or
restricted application in MTXN.
(8) Adjustments that are not associated with a transaction are applied by QC in
MTXN and get propagated to CTXN.
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(9) Carrier configures integration bctween CTXN and their billing system either
with (a) XML billing extract files generated periodically (e.g., every 10 minutes)

05
06
107
108

or (b) CTXN API call for near real-time data flow. This data is used in carrier
billing system for consumer billing and includes standard and restricted
application transactions along will all adjustments and MIN update events (i.e.,
MIN transfer, MIN deactivate).
(10) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments in thcir billing systems,
(1 l) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self-report on

109
10

111
112

enablement fees.

13
14
115

(12) BREW Billing processes the rated transactions in MTXN and derives
carrier invoices, according to carrier agreements.
(12) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV
payment according to ISV agreements.
(13) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail
information by accessing BREW billing.

116
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Figure 2-Distributed Transaction Manager (Auto-Reporting)

122

Distributed TXN Configuration - Self Reporting
Figure 3 depicts the Distributed TXN configuration with self-reporting. The following
are key functional characteristics of the Distributed TXN configuration. Those that
changed for self-reporting are highlighted in bold.
(1) The carrier ADS Farm uploads raw phone transactions into a Carrier
Transaction Manager (CTXN).
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129
30
13
132
133

(2) Business metadata is replicated from UAM to CTXN and Master Transaction
Manager (MTXN) for transaction rating and conversion.
(3) All carrier transactions are consolidated, converted and rated by CTXN.
(3) CTXN is an Oracle repository located in a Carrier data center.

(3) Carrier transactions are logically and physically separated in a CTXN Oracle

34

repository.

135
36
37
138

(4) Standard Application transactions and Standard Application
transaction adjustments are replicated to MTXN.
(5) MTXN is a centralized Oracle repository located in a QC data center.
- (5) Carrier transactions are logically separatcd physically consolidated in

139

MTXN.

40
41
142
143
144
145
146

(6) Authorized Carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to apply transaction
adjustments to Standard Applications and generate usage reports by
accessing CTXN.
(7) Carriers may send requests to QC to apply additional standard application
adjustments (by Part Number or ISV) that do not mapping to specific
transaction, or request a recall adjustment pertaining to either a standard or
restricted application in MTXN.

147

(8) Adjustments that are not associated with a transaction are applied by QC in

48
49

MTXN and get propagated to CTXN.
(9) Carrier configures integration between CTXN and their billing system either

150

with (a) XML billing extract files generated periodically (e.g., every 10 minutes)

151
152
153
154
155
56

or (b) CTXN API call for near real-time data flow. This data is used in carrier
billing system for consumer billing and includes standard and restricted
application transactions along will Standard Application adjustments and
MIN update events (i.e., MEN transfer, MIN deactivate).
(10) Carriers perform other consumer adjustments and restricted
application adjustments in their external billing systems.

157

(11) According to carrier agreements, carriers may be required to self

160
161
162

carrier invoices, according to carrier agreements.
(12) BREW Billing processes the MTXN rated transactions and processes ISV
payment according to ISV agreements.

163
64

(13) Authorized carrier users utilize the carrier extranet to access billing detail
information by accessing BREW billing.

158
159

report on enablement fees and application usage.
(12) BREW Billing processes the rated transactions in MTXN and derives

165
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Figure 3 - Distributed Transaction Manager (Self-Reporting)

168

Data Interface Considerations

169

Figure 4 shows the interfaces between QIS Middleware systems. Method of data transfer between the

70

systems is also identified.
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Performance Considerations

175

This section is TBD.

176 Example Decentralized TXN Parts List
177

This section is TBD.
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Transaction Manager
2 System Overview
3

The QIS Distribution Center (QDC) provides applications and services relating to the QIS as depicted

4

in Figure 1.

Figure 1. QIS Middleware Conceptual Architecture
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5

These QDC applications and services include the following functions:
OEM Extranet (12) - The OEMs will be provided extranet services to assist them in
provisioning the wireless devices with the BREW API, MobileShop, BREW
applications and other BREW required components. The OEM extranet will also
enable the OEMs to request the creation of additional BREW platform IDs and to
submit Restricted Applications for signing and packaging
Certification Extranet (l 1)- The Certification extranet provides services which
facilitate communication between the BREW certification centers (initially NSTL) and
the Certification Center headquarters in San Diego. Services provided via the extranet
726/2001
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16
17
18
19
20
2
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

include: a) ESN management functions for generating test signatures for applications
to be executable on test phones; b) catalog management services for managing the
certification center catalogs, c) certification status management for tracking whether
an application's certification status is submitted, certified or failed; d) access to
certification metric reports; and e) access to applications and documentation.
Carrier Extranet (10, 4) - The carrier uses the carrier extranet application service to

37
38
39
40

information relating to BREW and the SDK.
Developer Extranet (8) - The Developer Extranet provides BREW services to the
Independent Software Vendor (ISV). Included in these services is the ability for the
ISV to maintain the application price plans and access to ISV billing support services.

41
42
43
44
45
46

51
52
53
54

In addition, there is access to various BREW development tools, documents (i.e.,
Carrier Guidelines), access to certification center, and the procedures for a developer
company to sign on as a BREW ISV.
Unified Application Management (UAM) (4) - UAM is a repository which will
manage certified and pre-certified applications as well as carrier catalogs. Once an
application is certified by the Certification Center, the ACCHQ sets the application
"ready for distribution" to the UAM via the Certification Extranet (1 l). In addition,
Restricted Applications enter the UAM after going through ACCHQ only for signing.
Once the application is marked ready for distribution the application is made available
for carrier distribution via UAM (4) and the Carrier Application Catalog Management
functions on the Carrier Extranet (10).
Transaction Manager (TXN) (5) - Transaction Manager is a data repository which
receives uploads of phone transaction data from multiple ADS farms. TXN
consolidates the raw phone transactions and then processes the data by converting

55
56
57
58
59
60

information and applying pricing to each transaction (i.e., a rating process). Once the
transactions are converted and rated, Billing and Accounting programs process the
information and prepare to process financial transactions (6). These financial
transactions include carrier invoicing and developer payment. TXN is also used as the
primary repository for applying adjustments and generating Carrier Billing Extract
files to enable the carrier to bill their phone users for application purchases.

6l
62

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Services (6) - Carriers, OEMs,
Developers, Customer Prospects and Certification Centers will be provided customer

manage the carrier catalog which contains the selected BREW applications to
distribute to their consumers. Applications selected by the carrier for distribution will
be replicated to the Carrier ADS (3) along with the carrier catalog updates. The phone
(2) will interact with the Carrier ADS (3) to download the application to the phone and
activate the application for the phone user. Phone transactions are logged at the ADS
and uploaded to the transaction manager for Billing conversion and rating (3,5). In
addition, the carrier extranet provides billing support services that augments the
invoicing and financial reconciliation process with QIS and carriers. The carrier
extranet will also contain facilities for submitting and processing of Restricted
Applications from the carrier.
BREW Internet (9) - The BREW internet pages will be available to the public off of

the QC internet site. The pages are targeted to provide general BREW information to
the public, developers, OEMs, and carriers. General BREW marketing information,
white papers, technical information etc, will be available on the internet. In addition,
developers will be able to download the BREW SDK and access to basic technical

47

48
49
50
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63
64
65
66
67
68

support services. Customer tickets will be managed via the CRM system and an
escalation path will be implemented for addressing customer support requests.
Billing/Accounting Services (6) - As part of the distribution services QC will provide
accounting "clearing house' services for the primary carriers and developers. As
such, the QDC will collect phone transaction information which will be used in
conjunction with carrier provisioning data and accounting adjustments to compile a set

69
70

of transactions as the foundation for invoicing the primary carrier. This invoice shall
include QC fees and developer fees based on application usage and according to the

71

carrier agreements.

72 Transaction Manager Overview
73

This section describes the Transaction Manager functions as depicted in the Figure

74

below.

75

TX/Billing Data Flow Diagram
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76
77

78
79
80
8

Transaction History

The Transaction Manager will maintain the consolidated transaction history from all
carrier ADS. The ADS will create the transaction logs which will be periodically
loaded into the consolidated ads transaction history.
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82

83
84
85
86
87
88
89

The CRM system will be provided with access into the transaction history for
customer support. Transactions will be archived to offline storage on a periodic basis.
Carrier ADS Transaction Log will include more transaction records than those needed
for billing purposes (i.e., interim download events). These additional transaction
records may be required for system troubleshooting and customer support. The
transaction history repository will maintain security such that each carrier's data is
logically separated from every other carrier's data.

90

91
92
93

The phone will transmit a subscriber id with each transmission. For most carriers this
subscriber id is simply the phone number of the phone. For some carriers this will be a
number that is meaningful only to the carrier that uniquely identifies a customer.

94

95
96
97

The events that the ADS will provide the Transaction manager are
a) Download Acknowledgments - This event has two sub types. The initial download
acknowledgment and in the case of a failed reply a subsequent download

98

acknowledgement.

99
OO
O1
102
103

b) Application deletion - This event is sent when an application is deleted
c) Debug - These events are for debug purposes only and are filtered out and not
inserted into transaction repository
d) Monitor - These events are text strings used for monitoring ADS statistics.
e) Other - These events are text strings that can be used for application specific

104

105
06
07

108
O9
110

events.

Provisioning Events
The Transaction Manager repository will provide a mechanism to insert external
phone provisioning events and subscriber(customer) data into the transaction

repository. This provides the system with the means to account for preinstalled
applications and applications/subscription that are transferred from one phone to
another with the same customer. A pseudo customer identifier identifies customers.
This identifier is an internal key that associates subscriber id's (phone numbers)
together. When a customer changes subscriberid (phone number) the system
maintains the relationship between the applications/subscriptions the customer had on
the old subscriber id(phone number) with the new subscriber id (phone number).

112
13
114
5

l 16

Provisioning events are provided to the Transaction Manager as a XML file. The

7

events contained in the file are

18
119
20

a) Subscriber deactivation - This event is sent when a subscriber/MIN is deactivated
b) Subscriber transfer - This event is sent when a subscriber is given a new
subscriber id (phone number)
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12

Billing Data Creation/Extraction

22

23
124
125
126
127

The Transaction Manager repository will convert the raw ADS transaction data and
provisioning data into a composite billing data set. The transaction manager will filter
out all non-billing related data. It will convert internal application identifiers to part
numbers, convert pricing handles into actual price information and convert time
stamps expressed as IS-95 time (seconds since 0:0:0 Jan 6 1980) to local time and

128

GMT.

129
130
131

It will also provide a mechanism to add adjustments to the data. The data will be
stored in a composite billing data set and provided to the billing system for processing
into the various invoices required. The Transaction Manager will provide a mechanism

132

to extract this information into XML files for transmission to the carrier for the

33

purposes of billing consumers and in some cases providing payment to developers.

34
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2 Transaction Manager Interfaces

34 .

135
136
137
138
39

140
141
142
43
144
45
46
47
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
59
60
161
162
63
64
165
166

This section identifies the Transaction Manager Document Type Definitions (DTDs) that describe the
XML file formats for carrier and TX manager data exchange.

Provisioning Data
<!-XMLDTD for Carrier Provisioning Data -->
<!-- version $Revision: #9 $ -->
<!-- provides mechanism for notification of SubScriberid changes -->

<!ELEMENTEXTEVENT (CARRIERNAME,GMT,DID,TX, CT) >
<tELEMENT CARRIERNAME (FPCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT GMT (FPCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT DID (FPCDATA)>

<!-- GMT time format MMDDYYYY HHMISS -->
<!-- Document ider

<!ELEMENTTX (EV) >

<!-transaction boundary -->

<!ELEMENT EV (SID,CD?,TY,TS,DA) >

<-- event -->

<!ELEMENTSID (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT CID (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT TY (FPCDATA)>
<!ELEMENTTS (FPCDATA)>

<!-- subscriberidgenerating event -->
<!-- carrierid from phone -->
<!-- event type -->
<!-- event timestamp -->

<!ELEMENTDA (OTMI)>
<!ELEMENT OT (#PCDATA)>

<!-- Other Event data -->

<!ELEMENTM (ACT, NSID?)>
<!ELEMENT ACT (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENTNSID (#PCDATA)>

<!-- unactivate, transfer-->

. . 'ELEMENT CT (FPCDATA)>

<!--reCOrd COunt -->

726/2001

<!-- Primary carrier Name -->

g-- event data -->

<!-- min event -->

<!-- new subscriberid assigned -->
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Example Provisioning Data XML File
<Pxim version="1. O' Pic

<! DOCTYPE EXTEVENT (View Source for full doctype...)>
& EXTEVENT

<CARRIERNAMEs Qualcommz/CARRIERNAME)

-->

<SID> 85890OOOO720</SID>
<CID> 1 </CID)
<TY>MIC/TY>
<TS>01.01.2001 172246.</TS>

- <DA>
- <MI>
<ACTs. TRCA ACTs
<MSID 8589 OOOOO8OO</NSIDs
</MIs.
</DA>
</EV)
</TX>

<CTs 2</CTs
</EXTEVENT

726/2007
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42
43

Adjustment Data
<!--XML DTD for Adjustment records for Bulk Data Load -->

45

<!-- version SRevision: #1 S -->

46
47

<!ELEMENT ADJUST (CARRIER,CID.DID,GMTAJ*,CT)>

48
49
50

51

52

<!ELEMENT CARRIER (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT CID (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT DID (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT GMT (#PCDATA)>

<!-- carrier name -->

<ELEMENT AJ (EIAR, AD,AP,AE)>
<ELEMENT EI (#PCDATA)>

<!-- Ajustment record -->

<ELEMENT AR (#PCDATA)2
<ELEMENT AD (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT AP (#PCDATA)>

<!-- adjustment reason -->
<!-- adjustment dap -->
<!-- adjustment price -->
<!-- adjustment description -->
<!-- adjusted event id -->

<!-- sub carrier id -->

<!-- unique document ID -->
<-- GMT time format MMDDYYYY HHMISS.-->

53
54
55

56
57
58
59
60
61

<ELEMENTAE (FPCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT AI (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT CT (#PCDATA)>

726/2001
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41 Carrier Billing Extract
42
43

The Carrier Billing Extract file is an XML file containing a set of billing transactions
provided to the carrier. It is defined with the following DTD.

44
45

46

<!--XML DTD for Billing Extract records -->

47

<!-- version $Revision: #1 S -->

48

49

<!--XML DTD for App Billing -->

50

<!ELEMENT BILLING (CARRIER.DID.GMT.BR*,CT)>

51

52

<ELEMENT CARRIER (#PCDATA)>

<!-- carrier name -->

53

<!ELEMENT DID (#PCDATA)>

<!-- unique document ID -->

54

<!ELEMENT GMT (#PCDATA)>

<-- GMT time format MMDDYYYY

55

HHMISS -->

56
57

&ELEMENT BR

58
59

(EI.CIDADSSID, NSID,PN,NM,MF.S.N.RFLTS,GMT,TY.PM, PB,PV.PR,CY,DP, ARAD,
APAEAI)> <!-- billing record -->

60
6
62

<!ELEMENT EI (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT CID (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT ADS (#PCDATA)>

<!-- event id -->
<!-- Sub carrier id -->
<!-- download scrver -->

63
64

<ELEMENT SID (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT NSID (#PCDATA)>

<!-- subscriberid (phone number) -->
<!-- new subscriber id (phone number) -->

65
66

<ELEMENT PN (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT NM (#PCDATA)>

<!-- part number -->
<!-- part name -->

67

<ELEMENT MF (#PCDATA)>

<!-- manufacturer -->

68
69
70
7
72
73
74
75
76

<!ELEMENT SN (iPCDATA))
<!ELEMENT RF (#PCDATA)
<!ELEMENT LTS (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT TY (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT PM (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT PB (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT PW (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT PR (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT CY (#PCDATA)>

<!-- subscription plan name -->
<!-- restricted flag -->
<!-- local time stamp -->
<!--Type -->
<!-- price method -->
<!-- price basis -->
<!-- price value -->
<!-- price -->
<!-- currency -->

72ao
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77
78
79
80
81
82

<!ELEMENT DP (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT AR (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT AD (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT AP (#PCDATA)>
<ELEMENT AE (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT AI (#PCDATA)>

<!-- developer price -->
<!-- adjustment reason -->
<!-- adjustment dap -->
<!-- adjustment price -->
<!-- adjustment description -->
<!-- adjusted event id -->

83

<!ELEMENT CT (#PCDATA)>

<!-- record count -->
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Example Carrier Billing Extract XML File
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47
48
49
50
5

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

6
62
63

65
66
67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75.
76
77
78
79

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
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95
96

97.
98
99
OO
O
102
- 103
O4
O5
06
O7
108
109
110
1
12
13
114
15

</BRY

- <BR>

16
117
8
119
120
121
22
123
124
125
126
27
128
29
30
31
132

33
134
35
136
37
138
39
40
14
42

</BRY

- <BR>
<EI>2957969</EI>

<CIDs 101</CID>
KADSs brew-ads 1 </ADS>
<SIDs OOOOO8584.495545</SIDs
<NSID>nu</NSID>
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218

Appendix A - Transaction Manager Data Model

29

This section defines the Transaction Manager Data Model for the TX schema
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Sbrew.
Introduction
This guide contains information about and instructions for distributing BREW applications to device
users. From a carrier's point of view, four phases comprise application distribution:
a Populating the Carrier Parts List
• Creating and managing catalogs

• Administrating the Application Download Servers (ADS)
e Monitoring application usage

Virtually all phases of application distribution are handled via the BREW Carrier Extranet. Detailed
instructions for each phase appear in the remaining sections of this document, as shown below.
Section

Description

Basic Concepts

Provides an overview of the application distribution process, discusses
terminology, and gives instructions for navigating the BREW Carrier
Extranet.

Populating the Carrier Parts List
Creating and Managing
Catalogs
Distributing the Applications

Understanding Reports

Introduces the Master Parts List, and gives instructions for adding

applications to the Carrier Parts List.
Provides instructions for creating and managing catalogs and the
categories and applications they contain.
Talks about BREW Application Download Servers and tells you how to
move catalogs to selected servers.
Discusses BREW billing adjustments, queries, and reports.

Related documents
This document is part of an information set. Other BREW documents include:

Page 1, DRAFT - QUALCOMM CONFIDENTIAL

t
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Document

Description

Developer's Guide to BREW
Application Distribution

Explains the BREW distribution process and provides
instructions for submitting applications for certification. Also
discusses the developer/carrier relationship.

BREWSDK Users Guide

Introduces the components of the BREW Software

Development Kit (SDK) and their relationships to one another.
The document also contains general instructions for developing
BREW applications. Auxiliary documents include the BREW
Device Configurator Guide, BREW Resource Editor Guide, and
BREWMIFEditor Guide.

BREWAP Reference

Provides programmers with information about BREW functions
and data structures needed to develop applications for BREW
enabled mobile platforms.

For more information
Online information and support is available for carriers. Please visit the BREW web site for details:
www.qualcomm.com/brew.
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This section introduces the basic concepts of BREW application distribution and describes the BREW
Carrier Extranet.

Before you begin
While a lot of thought and effort has gone into making the interface as user-friendly as possible, you will
probably find the process more intuitive if you first familiarize yourself with the following terminology:
Application
Application Download
Server (ADS)
Catalog

An application that has been developed on the BREW platform and has been
properly tested and certified.
The server that handles the transfer of applications selected for purchase by
device users. Devices are provisioned to connect to a particular ADS, and the
catalog that resides on that particular ADS contains the applications that will
display on a user's device.
A database structure that houses applications assigned to Categories. You

can create and edit multiple catalogs targeted to various groups of users.
Category

Carrier Parts List

When a user accesses MobileShop on a device, he or she sees the
applications contained in one catalog.
A grouping of related applications within a catalog. For example, you might
want to create one category called "Games," another called "Business
Applications," and so on. An application can be listed in multiple categories
within a single catalog.
The list of all applications that you have chosen from the Master Parts List.
When you add applications to catalogs, you will choose the applications from
this list.

independent Software
Wendor (ISV)

The party from whom the application is purchased.

Master Parts List

The list of all applications available to a certain carrier. When you choose an
application from this list, it is added to the Carrier Parts List, from where you
can later add it to a catalog.

MobileShop

The software utility through which users purchase and download applications
from the ADS to their devices.
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Security roles
While the Extranet provides access to all phases of BREW application distribution, certain pages may
not be visible to certain users, depending on their assigned security roles:
Security Role

Accessible Pages (and related subpages)

Carrier Administrator

All pages except billing information

Catalog Administrator

Build/Edit Catalog

ADS Administrator

Assign Catalog to ADS

Bitling/Finance

View Reports and Status

About the Carrier Extranet
The BREW Carrier Extranet provides the interface to all phases of application distribution. A brief
description of each page of the Extranet follows.

Homepage
To open the Carrier Extranet Homepage
1 Open your Internet browser and enter http://brewc.gualcomm.com/carrier/. Then log in
with your user ID and password.
2 Enter your user name and password, and press Enter.
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The Home page appears.

Fri, July 13, 20
a

st

- A
A

Nets
La

B. CATalogs

NDEx->

DS. At
AS

ST

HEL

arrier Extantscessors

Roll your pointer over the titles of the diagram to view the
details of each step.

Move the mouse pointer over the scrolling bar to see a brief functional description of each part of the
Extranet. The left side of the page contains an index of callable pages. Brief descriptions of each main
Extranet page follow.

View Application information
This page contains the Carrier Parts List, which is a listing of applications you have chosen from the
Master Parts List.
CUACORM arts List

G-c-We

Pit NE
R

type Restricted Flag
G
N

Gulae 2 Scheduler
1
O Gp NN
Alarm Cock
TextMengs
Calculator

U
U
U

N
N
N

Description

Guel
igned appli

f

face.
a signed sheduling application
Alarm clock signed application
TextMemos signed application
Calculator signed application

Road Warrior

S

N

Real-time traffic speads signed application

Sokoban
Blackiack

G
G

N
N

Sokoban signed application
Blackjack signed application

Go

O

N

Go signed application

Stock Master

S

M

Stock Master signed application

Hanaman
Soltaire

G
G

N
N

Hangman signed application
Solitare signed application

Clicking on a Part Name calls a sub-page of detailed information for the selected part, as discussed in
the next section (Populating the Carrier Parts List).
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Select Applications
This page contains the Master Parts List, which contains all new BREW applications available to your
organization. In this context, "new" refers to those applications which you have not yet added to the
Carrier Parts List, as well as upgrades to applications that are already in your Carrier Parts List, You
can specify filtering criteria that will narrow the list to encompass only those applications of interest.
APLANs.

ST

Description

3.

its:::::f3

Gates

Sokoban

is

Qualconin

When no new applications are available, the No new apps message appears. For more information,
See the Section entitled Populating the Carrier Parts List.
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Build/Edit Catalogs
This page lists your existing Catalogs, and lets you Create new catalogs. Clicking on the nate of an
existing catalog calls pages that allow you to edit the catalog, create catalog categories, and add
applications to the catalog.

Fri

as 2i.

ATAlogs
Select an axisting catalog.
As AEA
PRRS is

deasavated

this is a catalog

's

For more information, see the Section entitled Creating and Managing Catalogs.
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Assign Catalog to ADS
This page is where you assign catalogs to specific Application Download Servers, from where specified
applications can be downloaded by device users.
ADSAAN

Associate catalog with Application download Server
Instructions: A catalogs state must be Unactived in order to be assigned to an Application
Download Server.

C-JUL-2001

Catalogs currently assigned to an Application download Server
catalog

Effective

ADS

ADS

Name

Date

Nare

Type

Another
Tuesday

2001

Qualcomm brew-cs1 Test

Location ContactOescription

Lab

Qualcomm Test
ADS

ARS 1
ADS 2
AS3

ADS 4

For more information, see the section entitled Distributing the Applications.

View Reports and Status
This page lets you choose from a variety of carrier-specific reports that will assist you in understanding
your statement from QUALCOMM and in billing your customers.
HELP
The HELP page provides online support for carriers, and instructions for contacting the technical
Support center.
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Populating the
Carrier Parts List
This section contains instructions for choosing the applications that you will later place in catalogs.

Before you can build catalogs of BREW applications, you must first populate the Carrier Parts List by
choosing from applications in the Master Parts List. The Master Parts List contains new applications
that are available to your organization, as well as existing applications for which the ISV has updated
the pricing.

You can streamline the application selection process by setting specific search criteria. Suppose, for
example, that you are interested in new games, but not in other application types. You can simply set
that preference as one of your filtering criteria, and only new games will be displayed in the Master Parts
List.

Choosing Applications
The following procedure guides through the process of choosing applications from the Master Parts
List and adding them to your Carrier Parts List. This is accomplished in three steps:
1 Setting the filtering criteria

2 Choosing the application
3 Approving the price plan

To choose applications from the Master Parts List
1 From the Home page, choose Select Applications.
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The Applications List page appears. The Filter dialog box occupies the top part of the
page, and the Master Parts List occupies the lower portion.
APPANS LS

available application select from

? do not find what you are logking forehafiq

Application

Deyeloper

w Carl Qualcomm

Qual

sew Qualconrt

Pro

Scheduler

Productivity

Scheduler

Games
.
W-m W.

.

Sokoban
.
. . . ...

Qualcommi
Qualcomm
.

Qualconm
. .

. . .

;

2 if desired, use the Filtering dialog box to enter Criteria to restrict the search.
For Application Type, select the application type (for example, Game) from the list.
b For Developer, enter the name of the ISV.
For Language, select the name of the language in which the application displays on a
device,

For Platform, enter the device platform.
For QueryType, select the scope of the applications to be searched:
Fo'narrow drithalist of available application select from the filters below and

click Find. If

f

are loo

, change four selection to be

Aailable Applications and Price plans
rew, Inc Specific Price ans

His Erew in Alications

Current arew, Inc Applications a Pice as

f To suppress the display of any application, click the checkbox to the left of its name and

then click Hide Checked. To suppress the display of all applications, click Hide All. To
redisplay a hidden application, Select Hidden applications from the QueryType list,
3 When you have finished, click Find.
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Only those applications that match your criteria will appear in the Master Parts List.

4. From the Master Parts list at the bottom of the page, choose the application you want to
add to the Carrier Parts List by clicking on the application name.
The Application Details page appears. The topportion of the page (shown below) contains
details about the application and the price plan submitted by the ISV.
APCAONS is

Blackjack - Application Details
Nate

Blackjack

Description:

Blackjack signed application

Wersion:

.

Oeveloper:

WAR

Type:

Garres

Langtaas
Supported:

english

Price Plan:

Summer specials - effective date: ov-9-2001

Demo, , , ,

DAP: so
uses list value: 50

oAP: $2 m

Uses List Walue: 10

Ap:$2.5

Uses ust value: 150

DAP; $2.75

Explanations of the Application Details follow.
Name
Description

The name of the application.
An optional application description supplied by the software
Supplier.

Developer

The name of the ISV who originated the application.

Version

The software version number

Type

The type of the application. BREW applications must be
one of the following types: Communications, Games,
Internet, Music, Other, Productivity, Service, or Utility.
The languages supported by the application.

Languages Supported
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The bottom portion of the page (shown below) contains a dialog box wherein you can either
agree to the price plan or request a change to the price plan.

Request Price change . . . . . . .

“if you would-like WART to modify the price pl

-

pe in what the requested modification is and click Send,

a To accept the price plan as submitted, click Agree.
The application is added to your Carrier Parts List,
b To request a change to the price plan, type a message to the ISV in the text window
provided. When you are finished, click Send.
NOTE: Your message is sent to QUALCOMM and subsequently to the ISV, who will
contact you. The application is not added to your Carrier Parts List until you have
agreed to a price plan.

About the Carrier Parts List
The Carrier Parts List shows the applications that you have previously selected from the Master Parts
List.
QUALCOAM Parts List

type Restricted Flag

Pitt Na

description

N
Scheduler

a signed sheduling application

Alarm Clock

Alarn dock signed application

TextMemos

TextMemos signed application
Calculator signed application

Calculator
Road Warrior
Sokoban
Blacklack

Go

Real-time traffic speeds signed application
Sokoban signed application
Blackjack signed application
Go signed application

Stock Master signed application
Hannan
Soltaire

hargnan signed application
Solitara signed application
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Brief definitions of the list's four Columns follow.

Part Nane
Type

The name of the application, in English.
The type of the application. BREW applications must be

Restricted Flag

one of the following types: Communications (C), Games
(G), Internet (1), Music (M), Other (O), Productivity (P),
Service (S), or Utility (U).
Indicates whether this is a standard application or a carrier

Description

restricted application.
An optional application description supplied by the software
supplier.
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Five basic tasks make up the catalog management portion of the BREW application distribution
process:

a Creating catalogs

e Creating catalog categories

Adding applications to categories
o Manipulating application pricing

o Making the catalog ready for use
The following subsections contain instructions for performing each of these tasks.

Creating a new Catalog
Following is a step-by-step procedure for Creating a new catalog.

To create a new catalog
1. From the index on the left side of the Home page, select Add New Catalog.
The Add New Catalog page appears.
CATALOGS : Add new catalog
* - required fields

is Add new catalog:

a For Name (required), enter a name for your catalog (for example, My Test Catalog).
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b For Version (required), enter the catalog version number. This is an internal
alphanumeric identifier that can help you keep track of catalog iterations.
c For Effective Date (required), enter the date that the catalog is expected to go "live” -that is, the date on which you plan to make its applications available for purchase by
device users. Enter the date in the format shown, or click on the icon to the right of the
Effective Date field to display a calendar.
d For Description (optional), enter any other information that will help identify your
catalog.

e For Default Currency, select the currency from the list. The Default Currency setting
forces every application in this catalog to display in the currency specified. The symbol
for the Specified currency will display on the device, with the application purchase price.
f For Language, choose a language option from the list, (See About the language setting
for more information.)

2. When you are finished, click Insert Catalog.
The new catalog appears in the list on the Catalogs page.
CAALOGS

Select an existing catalog.
S

Catalog Name

version

status

BrewcCat

2

Pending

as

8xy:

description

Effective date
i
8-JU-20

Notice that the status of the catalog has automatically been set to Pending. (See About
Catalog status for more infomation.)

About the language setting
The language setting for a catalog determines the language displayed on targeted devices. If you set
the language to Korean, for example, the catalog categories display in Korean, and only Korean
language applications display on the device.
While a device might support multiple languages, it displays only one language at a time. Users of
devices with multilingual capabilities can designate their language of choice, and the phone will display
only those catalogs that have the designated language setting.
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About catalog status
A catalog can be in one of four states: Pending, Ready, Active, and Deactive.
Pending means that the catalog is still undergoing changes. This is the only state in which a
catalog can be edited.
o Ready means that the application is ready to be moved to an ADS.
e Active means that the catalog is in use on an ADS.

e Deactive means that the catalog has been taken out of commission. Once deactivated, a
catalog cannot be made active again.

Creating categories
After you create a catalog, you can organize the applications it contains into logical categories. For
example, you might create a category called "Games" and another called "Business Applications."

To create a category

1 From the Catalogs page, click the name of your catalog.
The
Edit Catalog page appears.
Cau?ar
AP* CATALOGS 8 Edit Catalog
Update catalog information:
* - required fields

pyres catalog

catalog categories and applications:

developer .

. . . description .

.. . . . . .
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2 From the Edit Catalog page, click Add New Category.
The Add New Category page appears.
CATAOGS : Add Naw category

2 Hone P & Catalogs >> My Test Catalna) > Add Category
Enter new category information here:
* - required fields

cate

a For Category Name, enter a descriptive name for the category. The text string you
enter is exactly what device users will see when they access MobileShop,
b From the lcon list, choose the icon number that corresponds to the icon you want to
display for the category, or choose No icon.

3 When you have finished, click insert to add the category to the catalog.
The new category appears at the bottom of the Edit Catalog page.
is catalog categories and applications:
shady Mcwortgory.
Developer

Description

Business Applications (he

Editing or removing a category
You can edit the name or icon of a category after it is created, or you can remove a category from a
Catalog.

To edita category

1 From the Edit Catalog page, click on the name of the category (for example, Business
Applications).
The Edit Category page appears.
car?"r

* CATALOGS - Edit category

Mw Test.Cataloq >> Business Applications (Pending)
Update category information:
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a To edit the category, enter your changes and then click Update.
b To remove the category from the Catalog, click Remove.

Adding applications
After you have created a category, you must select the applications that will belong to it.

To add applications to a category

1 From the Edit Catalog page, click Add New Application.
a Catalog categories and applications:
:- rspirew category.

Aparts w, arrinron

developer

Business Applications (seeds application). . . . . .

Description

s'. .

The Add Application page appears.
KTF : CATALOGS : Edit category
to add applications to a category, select a category from
the put-down list and then select the applications you
wish to associate with that category:
- equired fiel-3s

2. From the Applications list, select the applications that will belong to this category, in this

catalog. Press and hold the Ctrl key to select multiple applications.
NOTE: Applications can belong to more than one category.
3 When you have finished selecting applications for the category, click insert.
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Section 2 (bottom) of the Edit Catalog page now shows the applications contained in the
category.
KTF : CATAOGS : Edit catalog
update catalog information:
" - required fields

a catalog categories and applications:
Mod. Riis bregory:

Business. Applications ';

Ado, Maw' mrrillor TION.

? ...'...'
Qualcomin

Games ceeds applit stion . . .

Manipulating application price data
There are two prices associated with each application: the purchase price you charge device users, and
the price charged by the software supplier. You can interactively manipulate the purchase price for each
application; however, you cannot directly make changes to the price plan that was set by the supplier.
if you wish to change the price plan for an application, you must negotiate with the software supplier
and have the software supplier resubmit the price plan data.

Specifying the user purchase price
You will need to set the purchase price of each application, in each catalog. Set the purchase price only
once for each application in a single catalog, whether or not the application belongs to multiple

categories, its purchase price must be the same throughout the catalog.
To change the user purchase price for an application

1 From the Edit Catalog page, select an application from Section 2, Catalog categories and
Applications.
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The Edit Application page appears.
My Test Catalog Pending

Application Information:
Details about the status of this application and who it is manufactured by.

Description Manufacturer version Min Type Date
A

Aar?t test
clock

Qualcomin

O

Certified Certified Distribute

Certified By

AP

Flag

Y

1.0.0 U

Pricing Information:
e

2 Adjust the prices, entering the amount that device users will pay to download the
application. You must enter a price (including the currency symbol) for each pricing option
on the page, even if there is no charge ($0.00), The Developer Application Price (DAP) -the price charged by the Software supplier -- is always given in U.S. currency, independent
of the currency specified for the purchase price.

3 When you have completed the pricing information for that application, click Update.

NOTE: You must enterprices for each application in a catalog. If the application resides in
multiple catalogs, you must set the price in each catalog.

Removing an application
You can remove an application from a category by clicking Remove on the Edit Application page
(shown above).

Cloning a Catalog
If you wish to create a catalog that is similar to one already created, you might find it helpful to clone the
existing catalog.
You can clone a catalog in any state, including active and deactive. Although active and deactive
catalogs cannot be edited directly, their clones are editable because they are created in pending state.
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To clone a catalog
1 From the Edit Catalog page, click Clone.
ATACGS :- edit catalog

update catalog information:
uit et fiedr

MyTest Catalog
o

.
-

The Catalogs page appears, showing the new catalog. The version number of the new
(clone) catalog has been revised automatically,
CAAOGS

Select an existicatio.
Name.

. . .. .

status|Ready

New catalog . . . . ; i: . . . Pend
Pending
Katalog Demo

Festing 5 is . .

Pending

w
test

.i

.03-APR-01-

3.

--

al-JUN-ol

My Test Catalog

KTF rest catalog

My Test Catal

KFTest catal

3-N-

a 30-N-01

2 To edit the new catalog (for example, to change its name), click on the name.
The Edit Catalog page appearS.
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3. From the Edit Catalog page, select the information you want to change (for example,
Name), and then click Save.
CATALOGS :- Edit catalog

1. Update catalog information:

default currency

language:

The new name appears in the list on the Catalogs page.
Select an existing catalog.
38

8::::::::

version status

Effective date

ra
15-APR-0

Firefig3kfgstcatalais;

Finding catalogs quickly
The catalog management interface provides navigation tools that make it easy to find a particular
catalog in your catalog list.

When you open the Catalogs page, this navigation bar appears at the top:
-- "ywnir -r,

raryists-2-3-

If you know the name of the catalog, or any part of the name, enter it in the Catalog Name field. If you
know the state of the catalog, select it from the Status list. Then click Find. The only catalogs listed will
be the ones that match your specifications.
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Putting the catalog in Ready state
When you have finished all the catalog edits, including adjusting the prices for each application, your
catalog is ready to be moved to an ADS. You must now change the status of the catalog from Pending
to Ready.

To change the status of the catalog
1. From the Edit Catalog page, select Ready from the list in the State field.
(AAGS - Edit catalog

update catalog information:

TF test Catalog

S.

The catalog is now ready to be moved to an ADS.
NOTE: Once the catalog is changed to Ready state, it is not editable. To make more
changes to the catalog prior to activating it, use the Edit Catalog page to change the state
back to Pending. Then make your changes, and change the status back to Ready.
See the section entitled Distributing the Applications for information about moving the catalog to an
ADS.
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The actual distribution of BREW applications is accomplished via a flexible client/server architecture
whereby the clients are the mobile devices requesting applications from the ADS. The ADS then allows
the device to download the purchased applications to the devices provisioned for that ADS. Each ADS
is assigned only one applications catalog. Therefore, if you have multiple catalogs, you will have
multiple ADS's, each with its own clients (devices).

NOTE: Although each ADS can accommodate only one catalog, the same catalog can be
assigned to multiple ADS's.
In this document, all references to the ADS apply to a group of servers logically associated with an
ADS "farm," as shown below.
StA

SB

ASFARM

Sc

ADS 2A AS3

as FARM

e

AS3

ASFARM3

sg,
area

Calaluga

Catalog a

Catalogic

First, catalogs in Ready state are assigned to ADS's. Only one catalog can be assigned to an ADS.

ADS FARM)

ASFARM2

ADS FARM3

When you move a catalog to an ADS, it becomes visible to its provisioned devices (clients).
Device users purchase and download applications through MobileShop.
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When a device is provisioned, it is given the IP address of the ADS containing the appropriate
application catalog. For information about provisioning devices, refer to Name of Document.
After you have placed a catalog in Ready state, it is ready to be associated with an Application
Download Server.

To assigna catalog to an ADS
1 From the index on the Home page, choose ADS Admin.
The ADS Admin page appears.
ADS ANN

Associate catalug with Application download Server
Instructions: A catalogs state must be Unactived in order to be assigned to an Application

'Application Day
(select one). . . .
brew-ads 4

Effective

20-gun zoo,

(format did-mon-yyyy)

8.

Catalogs currently assigned to an Application Download Server

catalog.
Natne

Effective

ADS

Oate

ODC June21. 2: N-

ADs

Nana . Itpe

Qualcomm EY

location contact description
lab

g

a For Catalog Name, choose the catalog to be activated.
b. For Application Download Server, choose the ADS to which to propagate the catalog.
c For Effective Date, enter the date in the format specified or click on the icon to select
a date from the Calendar.

2. When you have finished, click Submit.
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From the device user's point of view
The following describes how a hypothetical device user can purchase an application via MobileShop.

1 User starts BREW from her mobile phone.

The ADS for which the device is provisioned displays the catalog of applications.
2. From the catalog that appears, the user chooses a category called Games. She notices
new listing.

by KYOCERA
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3. She clicks on the new application name, and is offered the opportunity view a quick demo of the
game, along with some pricing information.

4 After viewing the demo, she decides to download the game. She selects the pricing option she wants
and is prompted to confirm her choice.

Y
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1 Introduction

75
76
77
78
79
80
81

1.1 Purpose of This Document
The QDC Billing Technical Specification identifies and discusses the technical
architecture for the BREW finance functions. These functions include the custon

BREW billing event processing, PeopleSoft (AR, AP, and GL) functions, and
extranet billing services (i.e., developer and carrier).

The purpose of the QDC Billing Technical Specification is the following:
Serve as the primary document for technical design relating to BREW

82
83

finance functions.

84

Facilitate communication and agreement relating to functional and technical
consistency across QDC teams and QIS management.
Serve as an evolving document for specifying Phase 1 and future technical
design enhancements.

85

86
87
88
89

1.2 Document Organization
This document contains the following sections:
Section I, Introduction. Describes the purpose of the document, document
organizational structure, related documents and revision history.
Section 2, Technical Design. Identifies the technical design by functional

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
04
105

modules which include: carrier invoicing, developer payment, carrier

extranet, developer extranet, and QIS billing tools.
Section 3, System Characteristics: Describes the system characteristics of

the BREW finance functions to include: server configuration, minimum
downtime characteristics, degraded mode of operations, etc.
Appendix A, Glossary: Defines acronyms, and abbreviations used in the
document.

Appendix B, Invoices/Summaries/Vouchers: Shows examples of the
Developer fee invoice, the Qualcomm fee invoices, and the Developer
payment vouchers.

Appendix C. Peoplesoft Configuration. Describes how PeopleSoft is set up
to support QIS Billing.
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122 2 Technical Design
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
30
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132
133
134
135
136

The BREW billing services interfaces to the TX manager, which is the source of the
Billing Events (Conversion and Rating) and the MINMAP repository. This is the
primary source which drives the billing processing. BREW billing consists of four
engines: a staging engine, a carrier invoice engine, and a developer payment engine.
o Staging Engine: The staging engine will perform incremental subtotals of the
billing events/MINMAP data through a daily scheduled job. Processing will
include computing monthly subtotals for developer fees, revenue share, and
developer payment. The types of transactions that are processed are
Downloads (DL), Subscriptions (SB), and Adjustments (Transaction
adjustments (TA) and Developer adjustments (DA).
o Billing Invoice Engine: The billing invoice engine will derive the carrier
invoice subtotals by Developer and billing period from the "staged' data
based on QC fees, developer fees. Revenue summaries are processed by
manufacturer, sub carricrand part number for each invoice (developer fice

137

(DF) and revenue share (RS).
O Revenue Engine: The revenue engine will derive carrier revenue summarics
based on carrier-paid or QC-paid transactions and revenue type.
e Developer Payment Engine: The Developer payment engine will derive the
developer payment summaries by part number and carrier from the "staged'
data. The developer payment is based on the developer payment period and
the developer payment plan (i.e., premium or standard).
Both the invoice Developer summary and the part number summary are stored in the
billing summary data. There are three interfaces between PeopleSoft and BREW
Billing include:

38
139
140
141

142
43
144
45

146
148

o AR Interface: the AR interface processes payment received from the carriers
and maps the payment back to the Developer summary and Billing event

149
150
151
152

data. This is needed in order to drive the developer payment appropriately.
For example, in the basic payment plan, a developer would not get paid until
QC has received payment from the carrier. As such, only billing events

147

tagged as "paid” would be processed for developer payment.

153
154
55
156
157
158
159
160

o Billing Interface: this interface relates to carrier invoicing. BREW billing
will generate a billing period invoice total and Developer summaries for each
billing period. The Billing interface will query for the invoice total and
trigger the generation of the invoicing process through PeopleSoft billing.
PeopleSoft will generate the carrier invoice containing the invoice total. If
the carrier requires the Developer summary information, this will be
provided to the carrier from data in BREW billing. PeopleSoft will not store
the Developer summary information.
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162
63
164
165
166
167
168

e AP Voucher Interface: this interface processes monthly payment to
developers. BREW billing generates thc developer payment totals and part
number summaries by carrier for each payment period. The AP voucher
interface will query for the payment total and trigger the generation of an AP
voucher in PeopleSoft. If the developer requires the part number summary
information by carrier, this will be provided to the developer from data in
BREW billing. PeopleSoft will not store the part number summary
information by carrier.

transactions (D&SB)
•Transaction Adjustments (TA)
sDeveloper Adjustments (DA)

C D
Billing & Rev

cCarrier-paid&Q.C.Paid
eCarrier &QCRevenue

69
170
171
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17

2.1 Staging Engine

172

The following diagram depicts a high-level logic flow for the daily staging of TXN

173
T4

billing events into daily staging tables at the lowest level (sub-carrier, manufacturer,
part number, type, bucket level) per carrier. Events are tagged with stage Ids and

175
176

stage types.

SeetwistoPoss

-Dwalks frn-subscriptions(D)

177
178
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r---------------------------------------Process

- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - -

TA

:

:

comesming Billingami premiumrates

: Incrematuringtails firCurierpidREV :

Incrumuting ringtotals forCarrierpaidREV

SetREVstage type toREWCQC
: REWCQREWCCorREWCZERO
------------------------------------------

incrematrunningtotals for QCpaid RE
StREVstagetype toREVO.Q.

incremertnningtotaland#TXs firType

Set INVstage typetolNV-DQINVQR
INV.FornwaRO

Set FNV stage typetoNV-DQINVQR,

INV-DFor NVZERO
179
180
181
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Stage Types
Stage type used to tag events which are skipped because they do not apply to invoices

NA

or revenue - example: Carrier-paid DA type

Invoice stage type used to tag events which apply to both Developer Fee (DF) and
NV-DO

QUALCOMM Fee Revenue Share (QFR) invoices

NV-DF

Invoice stage type used to tag events which apply to a Developer Fee (DF) invoice only
Invoice stage type used to tag events which apply to a QUALCOMM Fee Revenue Share

NV-QFR

(QFR) invoice only

fNV-ZERO

REVC-QC

invoice stage type used to tag events which do not apply to either invoices because the

amount is zero or the MFR and QC revenue rates are zero

Revenue stage type used to tag Carrier-paid events which apply to both QUALCOMM
revenue and Carrier Revenue

Revenue stage type used to tag Carrier-paid events which apply to QUALCOMM revenue
only (Carrier rate must be zero)
Revenue stage type used to tag Carrier-paid events which apply to Carrier revenue only

REVCREVC-C

(QC rate must be zero)
Revenue stage type used to tag Carrier-paid events which no not apply to Carrier

revenue or OUALCOMM revenue because the arThount is zero or the Carrier and QC
REVC-ZERO revenue rates are Zero

REVO-QC

REWO-G

Revenue stage type used to tag QC-paid events which apply to both QUALCOMM
revenue and Carrier Revenue

Revenue stage type used to tag QC-paid events which apply to QUALCOMM revenue

only (Carrier rate must be zero)

Revenue stage type used to tag QC-paid events which apply to Carrier revenue only (QC
REVO-C

rate must be zero)
Revenue stage type used to tag QC-paid events which no not apply to Carrier revenue

orOUALCOMM revenue because the amount is zero or the Carrier and QC revenue rates
REVG-ZERO are zero

182

183
O

DA

Bucket Types
Consolidated non-subscription Download (TXN.Type=DL Method=3) and Subscription Bill
(TXN.Type=SB) events - AMT = TXN.DAP if QC-paid, TXN.PRICE if Carrier-paid
Consolidated Developer Adjustment (TXN.Type=DA) events - AMT =
TXN.ADJUSTMENT PRICE (affects Developer Fee (DF) invoice only
Consolidated Transaction Adjustment (TXN.Type=TA) events - AMT =

TXN.ADJUSTMENT DAP if QC-paid, TXN.ADJUSTMENT PRICE if Carrier-paid (applies to

TA

AS

TAP

TAPF
8/14/2001

ALLTA events for Carrier-paid, applies to all TA events with the same rates as current
month for QC-paid
Consolidated Transaction Adjustment (TXN.Type=TA) events where referenced eventid
(TXN.ADJUSTMENT EVENTID) has different billing and/or premium rate(s) and

Manufacturer is Standard. AMT = TXN.ADJUSTMENT DAP (applies to Developer Fee
(DF) invoice only

Consolidated Transaction Adjustment (TXN.Type=TA) events where referenced eventid
(TXN.ADJUSTMENT EVENTID) has different billing and/or premium rate(s) and
Manufacturer is Premium - AMT = TXN.ADJUSTMENT DAP (applies to Developer Fee
(DF) invoice only
Consolidated Premium Fee for Transaction Adjustment (TXN.Type=TA) events where
referenced eventid (TXN.ADJUSTMENT EVENTID) has different billing and/or premium
rate(s) and Manufacturer is Premium (applies to Developer Fee (DF) invoice only
QUALCOMM Proprietary
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Consolidated Transaction Adjustment (TXN.Type=TA) events where referenced eventid

(TXNADJUSTMENT EVENTID) has different billing and/or premium rate(s) - AMT =
TAGFR TXN.ADJUSTMENT DAP (applies to QUALCOMM Fee Revenue Share (QFR) invoice only
184
185
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185 2.2 Payment Engine
186
187
188

The payment engine will process the monthly creation of AP Invoices per
Manufacturer from AR Invoice and payment data. The developer payment is based
on the payment period for premium or standard developers.

SelectVENDORIEPremiumRite&AMT TOP
-FumMR SUMRY HR&MAN FACTUER

joined with AR INV HDR(DF)
awhereMRPAYMENTDAY&
wARYe:Mthat BYetMith

mement AMTPAD
&st AMT TO PAYto0
inMRSUMRY HDR

Inset/TagaPXREF for each Ewert
inARXREFwithMFR

Gnatcan APInvoiceID&

insertnew AP NW HDRwith
initial AMT TO PAY

Initialize AMT TO PAYnmingtotal per MHR

189
190
191
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19

2.3 Billing Engine

192
193

The billing engine will be computing monthly subtotals for each primary carrier and
will generate developer fee and revenue share invoice totals tags each event with

194

invoice IDs. Processing also includes consolidation for invoice lines and AR

95

buckets; and manufacturer/subcarrier (invoices) and part summaries (developer fees

196

only).
Process

FireBlling YearMath(passed incrprevious)
and SetInvoiceatest of mothafter Billing math

by
QCdata
INVDAY
Stage
topocess&

ir
Create Inoices

It last rulings IIIEly sub-totals (Fald CFR :

Compute AR, NatandpossiblePanArts
:
RulingTypePat, SUBandMFRtotals

: Insert lastPart, SUB&MRAms

Select MFRStage
: selects Moi is periodMRbucketstopocess:

:

:

FrumMER STAGE DILjoined

| with TXN STAGE

| Grupby and Orderby FC SubChrie, PartNo :

: &BudatType

:

197
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: Oeate

; data

cGmputcARNtandpossiblePemArts

satlas Profaly. SLB&MRA its
Ring

FreachIrvice
(FadRS)
simpute
ARNetadpossiblePanAms
"insertlastPat (DFonly)&SUBAnts
tRistRingPat &SUB totals

:

GAN
humans:
E.
in

-Innent Pat Rimingtotal(s)
*SetnewBudke Iyperunningtota

99
200

201

AR Invoice Line Types
OF
DFA

Developer Fee
Developer Fee Adjustment

QFR

Qualcomm Fee Revenue Share

GFRA

CFE

Qualcomm Fee Revenue Share Adjustment
Qualcomm Fee Enablement Fee

OFEA

Qualcomm Fee Enablement Adjustment

2O2
203
204
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204 2.4 Revenue Engine
205
206

The revenue engine will derive the carrier revenuc subtotals by Developer and billing
period from the "staged' data for carrier reporting.

207
208
209
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210 2.5 PeopleSoft Interfaces
211

2.5.1 Billing
BREW Invoice Data

BREW - PSBilling Interface
(BBB1001 Program)
Select AR Invoices that are ready but
not previously interfaced into PS.
Use PS Billing Distribution Codes to
distribute to proper GL accounts and
departments.
Use Entry Types and Reasons to group
BREW revenue components into
general accounting buckets.
Assign a PS Interface ID each time this
process uns.

Update the Run Control with the

from PSINTFCBI table into the

Interface ID.

-

PS Billing Interface Process
This process edits and loads data

Populate the table PS INTFC BI with

Billing tables with "New" status.

these BREW Invoice records.

Update BREW Invoice status to indicate

that these invoices have been interfaced

into PeopleSoft.

PS Billing Finalize Process

All BREW-generated billing invoices will
have the following characteristics:
W Business Unit: QAPP
Y Billing Source:

BREW

Y

55xxxxxx

Invoice ID:

After an invoice has been turned to

Ready” status, this Finalize process
performs final edits before invoicing.

PS Billing Invoice Build
Extracts invoicing data.
Qualcomm

Fee Invoice

Developer

XYZ

Fee
Invoice

BREW Customized Invoice Print
Process

Carrier

(BBIPRNTO Program)

XYZ
Cartier

PS Accounts Receivable

Pending Item Tables

PSARLoad Process

Load Billing Invoices to PS
AR Pending Item tables.

PSGL Load Process

PS General Ledger

Create accounting entries in

Journal Generator Process

preparation for GL Journal
Generator.

212
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214
215
216
217

The new BREW program BBB1001 will read data from BREW Billing AR invoice tables and
populate the PeopleSoft Billing interface tables based on the following mapping. Besides these
fields coming from BREW Billing, there are numerous others that require default values for
PeopleSoft which this interface program will populate appropriately.

218
219

BREW Billing Source Data .

.. .

PeopleSoft Target Data . . . . .

. "

PS INTFC BI Table.

AR INV HDR. STATUS = R (Ready

.. .

BUSINESS UNIT = “QAPP

Status)

INVOICE DT
ARINV HDR. AR INVID

TARGET INVOICE

LINE TYPES. DSC

DESCR
GROSS EXTENDED AMT

ARINV_LINE DTL. (ENTRY TYPE
+ *-* + ENTRY REASON)
ARINVHDR. YEARMONTH
ARINV. LINE DTL. ENTRY TYPE
ARINV. LINE DTL.
ENTRY REASON

FROM DT, TO DT
ENTRY TYPE
ENTRY REASON

220
221
222

PeopleSoft Target Data

PSINTFC BINOTE Table
AR INV HDR. STATUS = R (Ready BUSINESS UNIT = “QAPP
Status)
ARINV HDR. ARINVID
TARGET INVOICE
ARINV. HDR. DSC
TEXT254 (Example: Total Downloads =
14)
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2.5.2. Accounts Payable
BREW Billing AP Invoice Data
An AP Invoice D is the link between
PSAP and BREW

BREW-A Interface

Process BREW Bitling AP Invoice data
that are ready to interface and those
previously marked as errors.

Y Get the next voucher ID from PS

W

QAPP Business Unit counter and
update it.

Mark AP Interface Status =

Y verify the vendor ID and the first 8

characters of Wendor Name between PS

AP and BREW Billing invoice data.

Y insert data into PeopleSoft Voucher

Review & Approval process
will be performed by BREW
accounting staff for all
eligible invoices.
Voucher Load process will
be performed by Corporate

staging tables.
BREW wouchers in PS will have the

following characteristics:
Business Unit: QAPP
Voucher Origin: BRW
Voucher ID: QSxxxxxx

AP staff.

Invoice D: BBxxxxxx

Accounting Distribution is 2005. This
is being shared between basic and
premium Sbut may change in the

BREW-AP Interface will

populate these threctables in PS.

future.

PSEDTWCHRWRK
PSEDTWCHRLNWRK
PSEDTACCTLNWRK

Each voucher will only have one
voucher line.

Each voucher line will only have one
accounting distribution.
ABREW wolcher will be die

immediately once it gets to PSAP.
Only one voucher will be generated for
each developer per month.

Voucher Edit process loads data
from the staging tables into the
woucher tables in AP and elits

thern. This process will run at
Corporate AP discretion.

A may use the separatc payment feature to
produce separate payment for each voucher.

PEOPLESOAP
Journal

APApproval Process prior to
Payment Selection.

Generate
to GL

AP Payment Selection and
Processing (2 times a week)

AP Woucher Posting & Payment
Posting.

224
225
226
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BREW Billing Review and Approval Process: This is a procedure that BREW accounting staff need to approve
incoming vouchers and authorize Corporate AP to load, edit then pay them. Once approved, the report created by this
process serves as a hard copy of the authorization that will be sent to Corp AP.
Select all records in

APINV. HDR with
status of "R" and 'E'

(Ready & Error Status)

Mark vouch.cr.
record with Error

Vcndor ID exists

in PeopleSoft AP

Status ("E")

with identical
name?

Mark voucher record with

"Ready Status" and
MODIFIED BY =
"Reviewing"

Mark voucher record

BREW staff

with "A" for Approved

approves vouchers

and MODIFIED BY =
Process Instance

226
227
228
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Voucher Load Process: Once a voucher has been approved by BREW, it is eligible for the next process to load into

PeopleSoft voucher staging tables.

Get a count of all approved
vouchers to be loaded.

Get the next starting voucher
number in PS Business Unit
definition.

Set the next starting number in
PS by rescrving a block of
voucher numbers for those

being loaded.

Load into the three staging
tables using the field
mappings above and
appropriate default values.
Update STATUS in BREW
Billing to "I" as in

Woucher Load

Register

"Interfaced.'

228
229
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230

2.5.3. Accounts Receivable

231

AR Overview
PSBILLENGMODULE

ARLoad Process populates the
Pending Itern table group
PSAR

ARUPDATE process edits and posts records in the
Pending item table group into thc Item table group
in AR

CARRIER PAYMENT

BREW-generated Items will have the following

LockBox Payment from BOFA2.

characteristics:

Surinary Payment Information.

Business Unit:

CARRIERPAYMENT DETAIL.

Some carrier may provide payment details for partial
Developer Fee payments at the developer level. Some
may not provide any detail, in which case BREW will

QAPP

Origin:

BREW

item D:

55xxxxxx

Online ItemID:

56xxxxxx

Lockbox Interface:

Reads a flatlockbox

payment file and loads into a set of staging tables.

allocate.

Payment Load:
Loads data fron staging
lables into payment tables for processing.

BREW Payment

Apply payments according

PREDICT:

Application Program

to pre-set algorithm.
ONLINE PAYMEN APPLICATION: Create

This program only applies payment

and apply worksheet.

to Developers' Revenue transactions

in BREW.

ARUPDATE:

Post payment transactions.

Searches PeopleSoft AR payment
activities that correspond to
Developer Fee invoices that have
been applied in PS but not in BREW

AGING:

Ages items by Aging

then apply then in BREW.
Update PS Payment activities in AR
to reflect BREW Payment Applied

PS General Lcdger
Journal Generator creates Jourual
Entries for AR transactions

Status.

SEE MORE DETAL ON THIS
PROCESS BELOW.

BREW Billing Developer Summary
Update with Payment ID, Payment
Date, Payment Amount and Balance

232
233
234
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Payment Allocation

234
235

Analyze all Item, Payment ID, Payment Sum
from PeopleSoft PS ITEM ACTIVITY table

having:
Business Unit: QAPP

BB InvoiceType: DF

Entry. Use ID: WS-01

Group Type: P & U

Scnt To AP:N
PPMETHOD & “DEW SUMMARY

This is an unposted payment. Need to insert
reversal payment entries.

Is the PS payment sum
&O

When PS payinent is greater than BB balance, it
means an out-of-sync situation between PS and BB
or something has gone wrong. Create an exeption

This is a payment. Is the
PS payment armount >
BB balance?

report.

Update BREW Billing:
Y Adjust Balance in Developer Summary table.
Y Adjust Balance in Invoice Header table.

A payment record needs to be created for each
develope having positive balance for this
Invoice D.

O Alloc'7G = PS payment f BB Invoice balance.
C. Developer payment-Dev balance * Alloc%

Update PeopleSoft AR.
Y Set Sent To AP flag to “Y”

W. Set Voucher ID = "BREW-APL"

W. Set Document ID = Date of BB application.

(In case of full paymcnt, Alloc% will be 1)
236
237
238
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Payment by Carrier Detailed File

238

Read input file(s) from a carrier or multiple carriers.
U A file can contain multiple payments, each of which can pay for more
than one invoice. At the car tier, payment id and Invoice id
combination level, BREW requires onc header and at least one detail
record.

O The header record contains Customer Id, Payment ID and Payment
amount.
O The detail record contains Manufacturer (dcvcloper) lD and payment
amount for that developer.

Position

Record Type (1 for header)

Length

1

Customicr ID (CUSTED)
invoice ID (INVOICE)

5
20

15
2O

Payment D (PAYMENT_ID)
Payment Amount (No significant)

50
80

20
20

Record Type (2 for detail)

Manufacturer/Developer Name
Payment Amount for Developer

Position

Length

5
50

35
20

1

Header Record Edits:

Y Validate Customer as one sct up for Developer Sunnary input file.
W. Validate Payment ID in the input file as one posted and not BREW

y

applied before.

Walidate Invoice ID as an ItemID in PSAR.

Validate payment amount to be numeric and equal to the payment
amount postcd in PS for that Item and Payment ID.
Check for negative payment amount.
Check for non-DF data.

Detail Record Edits:

W. Double check the total of amounts for each Invoice ID and Payment
ID combination to IDatch that in PS. This also indirectly check detail
records against header record.
Check for negative amount.
Check for overpayment amount.

Check against the Invoice Developer Summary for Developer validity
on that Invoice ID.

Yes

Any Edit failure?

Delete temporary data from Payment
Detail table.

Reject the WHOLE file. Goes on to

the next input file.

No

W Update Developer Summary and Invoice Header tables.
W Update PS ITEM ACTIVITY to set Sent To AP and Voucher ID
accordingly.

239
240
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242.
243

244
245

2.54 in voice Print Program

Due to unique business requirements for BREW, we have had to create a new Invoice
Print program. Besides the general formatting requirements such as Billing Period, Wire

Instruction, and BREW Invoice Terms which are very specific to BREW, this program

will also satisfy the following requirements:

246

247 A description for each Invoice ID.
248. An Invoice in PS Billing does not have a description. It simply is a 22-character field.
249 PeoplcSoft only provides for description at the Invoice line level.
250 For BREW, we will use the Bill Type description which is associated with each Invoice
251 to display on the Invoice itself. For example, a BREW Invoice can be created for
252 Qualcomm Enablement Fee. Therefore, it should be associated with Bill Type “QF1”.
253 The description “Qualcomm Enablement Fee' in this list box here would thcn be what's
254 displayed on the hard copy invoice to the carrier.
255

256

All Bill Type Identifiers for BREW are set up under QAPP SetID:

257

O DF

Developer Fees

258

o QFE

Qualcomm Enablement Fee

259

o QFA

BREW Annual Maintenance Fee

260
261

u QFL
O QFR

BREW Licensing Fee
Qualcomm Revenue Share

262
263
264

265

Particular invoice Grouping Requirement At The Carrier Level

266
267
268
269
270

BREW has a distinctive requircmcnt that for a particular carrier, they may be sent
invoice(s) in two ways:
1. One hard copy invoice for each Invoice D.
2. One hard copy for Qualcomm Enablement Fee and Qualcomm Revenue Share.
Another hard copy for Developer Fee.

27

272 To achive this objective, BREW will make use of the Bill-By Identifier to process
273 invoices accordingly.

274 This designation is set at the Customer level in Maintain Customer Use Bill To

275
276

Customer
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The Bill-By Identifier is used in PeopleSoft to
dcnote how a billing interface record should be
created in PS. Depending on how this field is

defined, a new record may be added to existing
bills or as new ones.

BREW uses this field slightly different.
o We have set up BREW-S1 which will invoke

the BREW Invoice Print program to group

Invoice Ids that share the first two characters of

the Bill Type. For example, all QF1 and QF4

will be displayed on one single hard copy
which will be the Qualcomm Fees Invoice. On

the other hand, Invoice with DF Bill Type will
be on another hard copy which is the
Developer Fee Invoice.
O BREW-ALL will display all Invoices for that
carrier to be included on one hard copy.
Anything else will cause the print program to
create one invoice hard copy per Invoice D.
277
278

279

BREW Invoice Processing Procedure

Go to:

Select the job BIIVCEN (Process Extract Table

Manage Sales Activities Generate Invoices
Process Finalize & Print

Invoice.)
Once completed, it would have updated the same

After an Invoice has been finalized, we can start

which the appropriate Invoices would be created.

the process to create BREW invoice for it.

For the next step, use the same Run Control D and

Run Control D with a Process Instance from

go to ...
280

Process Scheduleues

Manage Sales Activities Generate Invoices

Process Print Crystal Invoices.
The “From Process Instance' and 'To Process

Instance' values populated on this panel are the
result of the previous job (BIVCEN). Leave them
as they are.
Run Location: Client.

Output Destination: Window
Name: BBIPRNTO (BREW Crystal Report)

EE
E: are

When output is ready to be printed, make sure the
printer is loaded with the appropriate Qualcomm
aper stock.
28
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283 3 System Characteristics

st abattWeb Server(Extranet interial

TEST)
SerraWebServer (Extranet DV,

ABA

Points to ASAH for UAM.and ASTKA

for TX

PBrewery WebServer (intranet PROD)

284
285
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286 4. Data Model
287
288

The Brew Billing Data model can be found in Livelink at:
http://lvcrpprd-qualcomm.com/livelink/livelink/22347763/Brew Billing Schema.doc

289
290

func=doc. Fetch&nodeid=22347763

291
292
293
294
295

Staging Engine:
TXN (TXNMGR)
TXN STAGE XREF
TXN STAGE
MFRSTAGE DTL

PRIMARY CARRIER (TXNMGR)
MANUFACTURER (TXNMGR)
MFG PREMIUM (TXNMGR)
REVISTAGE DTL

296

297
298
299

Revenue Engine:
REVSUMRY HDR
REW SUMRY DTL

300

301
302
303

Billing Engine:
ARINV HDR
ARINV. LINES

304
305
306
307
308

PRIMARY CARRIER (TXNMGR)
MFRSTAGE DTL
MFG_PREMIUM (TXNMGR)

AR INV. LINE DTL
MFR SUMRY HDR
MFRPART SUMRY HEDR
MFR PART SUMRY LINES
MFR PART SUMRY DTL
MFRSUB SUMRY PREM, DTL
TXN ARXREF

309
310
31

312

Payment Engine:

313
314

MFR PMT. DTL
APINV HDR

TXN APXREF
APINV DTL

35
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316 Appendix A - Glossary
317

This glossary defines terms, acronyms, and abbreviations used in the document.
ACC
ADS
BREW
DSRP
EFTAACH

Application Certification Center
Application Download Server
Binary Runtime Environment for Wireless
Developer's Suggested Retail Price
Electronic File Transfer? Automated Clearing House

ESN
GMT
MIN

Electronic Serial Number
Greenwich Mean Time
Mobile ID Number

OEM
QC
QDC
QIS

Original Equipment Manufacturer
QUALCOMM
QIS Distribution Center
QUALCOMM Internet Services

SID

Subscriber Identification Number

TX

Transaction

UAM
XML

Unified Application Management
Extensible Markup Language
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